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Summary
Although rodents are the first-choice animal model in the life
sciences, they are rarely used to study higher visual func-
tions. It is unclear to what extent rodents follow complex
visual strategies to solve visual object recognition and
discrimination tasks [1–5]. We report the performance of
rats in a visual discrimination task applying the multivariate
‘‘Bubbles’’ paradigmpreviouslyused inhighly visual species
such as humans, monkeys, and pigeons [6–8]. We demon-
strate a relationship between accuracy and local occlusion
of stimuli by bubbles, as such revealing the strategies or
‘‘templates’’ that underlie visual discrimination behavior.
Performance was guided by relatively simple, screen-
centered templates as well as more adaptive templates re-
flecting context dependency and tolerance for changes in
stimulus position. These findings demonstrate the com-
plexity of visual strategies followed by rats and reveal inter-
esting similarities (e.g., potential for position tolerance) as
well as differences (overall efficiency of visual processing)
compared to primates. In conclusion, this study illustrates
the feasibility of investigating visual cognition in rats with
multivariate behavioral paradigms, with the ultimate aim to
use a comparative approach to explore the anatomical and
neurophysiological basis of vision, also for those visual abil-
ities that are traditionally studied in humans and monkeys.
Results and Discussion
Behavioral Templates in Rats
Five rats were trained to discriminate a square from a triangle.
Although object recognition in general is a well-studied capac-
ity in rats [9, 10], this square versus triangle task is one of the
only tasks in the literature in which rats have to resort uniquely
to the visual sense in order to solve the task. The square and
trianglewere presented on two screens, one shape per screen,
and the rats had to turn to the screen with the square in order
to collect a water reward (see Figure S1A available online for
a description of the setup). Using a modification of the stan-
dard Bubbles approach [6], we placed a particular number of
Gaussian blobs on the displays that would cover certain parts
of the square and the triangle. These blobs were positioned
randomly, but in identical configurations, on both stimuli (Fig-
ure 1). After many trials, we could relate task performance to
which parts of the image were covered by comparing the
bubble masks of correct trials with the bubble masks of all
trials. We refer to the resulting difference map as a behavioral
template.
We were able to extract templates that identified stimulus
locations affecting task performance (Cluster test with*Correspondence: hans.opdebeeck@psy.kuleuven.bethreshold set at 2.7, see [11]). We infer from the average
template (see Figure 2, data for Phase 1) that the animals
were mostly using screen positions in the lower part of the
display, which is consistent with previous studies [2, 12]. Note
that, as in those previous studies, at least part of this biasmight
be related to specific details of our setup (e.g., the specific
stimuli used in our task and the fact that the bottom part of
the stimuli was closer to the animals). The significant areas
overlap with the optimal strategy as predicted by an ideal
observer (derived through simulations, see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures and Figure S1F). However, this over-
lap was relatively small and did not reach significance (12.7%,
threshold for significance: 13.5%; based on 95th percentile
overlap between randomly placed area and fixed ideal
observer). Thus, according to these templates, rats used only
asmall part of thediagnostic informationavailable in thestimuli.
Templates of individual animals mostly showed a subset of
these areas (significant areas in four out of fiveanimals; seeFig-
ure S2). Therewas a significant interanimal consistency inwhat
areas they used (average percentage overlap among thresh-
olded templates: 16.4%, threshold for significance: 5.8%).
To what degree can performance be explained by a simple
strategy such as ‘‘the square is at the side that is brighter at
the bottom’’? We modeled this ‘‘bright below = square’’
strategy by comparing the average luminance pattern of both
stimuli, weighted with a vertical gradient decreasing from
bottom to top (see Figure S3 for a full description). Without
bubbles, this strategy would allow perfect performance.
However, once bubbles were added, there was a subset of
trials on which the strategy no longer works or even leads to
errors (e.g., when bubbles mask the bottom sides of the
square; see Figure S3B for an example). If rats follow a variant
of this simple strategy, we expect that they would perform
worse than chance (below 50%correct) on this subset of trials.
In contrast, however, the rats performed at 70% correct on
these trials for which our model (and variants of it) failed, which
is actually not lower than the overall performance of 69%.
A Flexible, Context-Dependent Strategy Is Revealed by
Conditional Templates
A common characteristic of this subset of trials on which
a simple ‘‘bright below = square’’ strategy fails, is that the
bottom of the shapes was covered by bubbles. Given that in
these trials the bubbles mostly cover the significant areas in
the behavioral templates, we next investigated which image
areas were being used by the animals. Hence we constructed
‘‘conditional’’ templates using only the subset of the trials on
which the ‘‘bright below = square’’ strategy fails. As shown in
Figure 3, this conditional template was characterized by signif-
icant areas in the top part of the stimulus. These areas overlap
for 25.2% (threshold for significance in overlap: 15.6%) with
the areas that are diagnostic according to the ideal observer,
and do not overlap at all with the significant areas in the non-
conditional template. This conditional use of the top parts of
the shapes is hidden in the general template because this
subset of the trials forms only about 5% of all trials. Thus,
even though the animals seem to use only a small part of the
diagnostic areas on most of the trials, with a bias toward the
Figure 1. Construction of Stimuli and Templates
Example of how one typical stimulus, in this case from Phase 1 of the exper-
iment, is constructed. A black and white version of each stimulus is multi-
plied with the same bubble mask ([Stimulus 2 0.5] 3 bubblesMask + 0.5;
where 3 denotes pointwise multiplication; Stimulus and bubblesMask
have pixel values between 0 and 1). Notice how the local contrast lowers
toward the center of each bubble, so that the center of a bubble is midgray
independently of whether the bubble is centered on a white shape or on
a black background (see Figures S1B and S1C for more examples).
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complex strategy that also includes upper areaswhen bubbles
mask the lower parts (see Figure S3B). The simplest possible
description of this conditional strategy would read as ‘‘If the
bottom of the screen is filled with grey, then look at the top
middle of the screen and avoid whichever is brighter.’’Position-Invariant Templates in Rats
These results are already intriguing, but the findings are limited
to first-order relationships between the content of particular
positions on the screen (in absolute screen coordinates) and
the behavior of the rats. This situation contrasts sharply with
the complexity of everyday object recognition, which requires
constant application of invariance across all sorts of stimulus
manipulations that disrupt any simple linear relationship
between object identity and the content of pixels on the screen
[13, 14]. Thus, we tested how the rats would behave in a situa-
tion in which tolerance to stimulus position was needed. Note
that this requirement is often not present in other applications
of bubbles in humans [6, 15], monkeys [7, 8], and pigeons [16,
17] (see [18–20] for important exceptions).Figure 2. Behavioral Templates in Rats
Average of behavioral templates for five rats, as found in Phase 1 (top row) and P
shows the raw Z score templates; the middle column shows the thresholded te
(thresholded) ideal observer templates derived for each phase. For Phase 2, th
trial to trial. In the background, we added a faded version of the stimuli with oTo allow for variations in position and to adapt the animals to
it, we gradually reduced the square and triangle stimuli in size
(same reduction for both shapes), in steps from the original
100% to 75%, 62.5%, and finally 50% of the original size
(bubbles were adjusted to the size of the stimuli; see Table S1
for more details on this transition). In parallel, the size of
possible position displacements was increased. At the end of
the transition, the stimuli were reduced to 50% of their original
size and were translated randomly on the display. Both stimuli
underwent the same translation, and we made sure that the
range of translations was sufficient to avoid stimulus overlap
between extreme positions. As a consequence, whether or
not aparticular screen locationwaswhite orblackdidno longer
convey any information about which side contained the square
and which side the triangle. For the animals, this task requires
a shift from using absolute screen coordinates to the use of
pixel content according towhere apixel is relative to the shape.
So, normalization for the position of the shapes has to be done,
that is, position tolerance has to be achieved, which is consid-
ered a high-order visual strategy critical for object recognition
[13, 14]. The animals had to be trained to achieve this, so posi-
tion invariance did not emerge automatically. All five animals
were able to learn this task eventually, even in the presence
of bubble masks, with an average performance of 60% when
4–20 bubbles were locally masking the display.
Given that the animals solved this task, we expected that
their behavior would be guided by a position-invariant tem-
plate, that is, a template in which position is expressed relative
to shape position instead of absolute screen coordinates. To
find such position-invariant templates, we first expressed
bubble locations relative to shape position prior to summing
bubble positions across trials (see Figures S1C and S1D).
The average position-invariant template is shown in Figure 2
(Phase 2). The individual templates contained significant
areas in all of the animals (Cluster test; see Figure S2 for the
templates from individual animals). These areas show a high
consistency across animals (average overlap in informative
areas: 70.2%, threshold for significance: 56.8%). Overlap of
the thresholded average template with the ideal observer
was higher than in Phase 1 (44.7%; the ideal observer template
covers almost the full rectangular area around the stimuli).hase 2 (bottom row) (see Figure S2 for individual templates). The left column
mplates (tC = 2.7) with significant areas in red. The right column shows the
e templates are normalized for the stimulus position that was changing from
utlines for reference.
Figure 3. Conditional Templates for Phase 1 of the Rat Experiments
Average of behavioral templates for five rats, as found in a subset of the trials from Phase 1 (about 5% of all trials). Trial selection was based on the incorrect
responses of a ‘‘bright below = square’’ model (see Figure S3), which effectively selected out trials in which the bottom part of the stimuli was covered with
bubbles. The left column shows the raw Z score template; the middle column shows the thresholded template (tC = 2.7). The right column shows the ideal
observer template, revealing the available information in this subset of trials. In the background, we added a faded version of the stimuli with outlines for
reference.
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irrespective of whether the shapes were shown at the top or
bottom of the screen. Note that, because of the aforemen-
tioned definition of these position-invariant templates, ‘‘lower
part of the shapes’’ is dissociated from ‘‘lower part of the
screen.’’ Overall, we observed little effect of shape position
(top-bottom, center-periphery) on the resulting templates
(see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
The average template from Phase 1, with two separate
significant areas, is different from the average position-
invariant template from Phase 2 (the latter having only one
large significant area). A control experiment in a separate
batch of animals replicated this difference and revealed that
this difference between the templates of Phase 1 and Phase 2
might be solely due to the overall reduction in stimulus size and
as such is not related to the requirement to obtain position
invariance, which was the goal of the experiment. Thus, the
most relevant difference between the templates from the
two phases is the shift from linear to position-invariant tem-
plates relying on screen-referenced (Phase 1) versus shape-
referenced (Phase 2) coordinates.
Human Experiments
How do these templates relate to templates used by human
subjects in the same task? For comparison, we tested three
human subjects (the authors and one naive observer) in the
same task situation, with an adjustment of stimulus size and
eccentricity so that stimulus resolution (visual acuity in terms
of cycles per stimulus) was not larger in humans as compared
to the rats. As in rats, testing of human subjects included
a position-fixed phase with 100% sized stimuli and a second
phase with randomly translated 50% sized stimuli. Linear tem-
plates in the first phase showed large significant areas, with
a large degree of overlap among observers (73.0%, threshold
for significance: 53.3; see Figure 4 and Figure S4, data for
Phase 1). Also in Phase 2, significant areas were large and
showed a large degree of overlap among observers (average
overlap: 91.2, threshold for significance: 69.8; see Figure 4
and Figure S4, data for Phase 2). In both phases, the significant
areas included most of the area covered by the square and
triangle, with a large overlap with the ideal observer: 59.8%
and 78.0% for the two phases, respectively (threshold for
significance: 56.9% and 73.2%, respectively). Whereas a
general bias toward the lower stimulus halves was found for
rats, which only used the upper part of the stimuli when the
lower stimulus halves were masked by bubbles, humans did
not show a bias toward the lower stimulus halves, and they
used the full stimulus to an equal extent.Note that the overall performance of humans and rats was
very different. Humans reached an accuracy of close to 100%
without bubbles, and on average, 98% of the display had to
be masked by bubbles to bring performance down to 75%
correct in Phase 1 (which is comparable to measures obtained
by [8]; to calculate this percentage, we take the part of the
screen of which contrast was reduced by a factor of 2 or
more). In contrast, the best performance of rats obtained in
this task was on average 80%. Performance in Phase 1 was
70% while only 75% of the display was masked. Thus, overall
performance was much lower, and fewer bubbles were suffi-
cient to strongly decrease accuracy (the amount of decrease
was dependent on the number of bubbles presented during
a specific trial; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
The performance of rats in our current study is consistent
with earlier reports applying a similar task including water
reward. The behavior of rodents in a water-reward task as
used here has been shown to be relatively prone to lapses
related to several factors [4], including motivation. Indeed,
the same types of stimuli that yield a relatively low asymptotic
performance around 75%–85% [3, 4, 21] are associated with
almost perfect discrimination performance in water-escape
paradigms [22–24]. We opted for the water-reward paradigm
because earlier studies demonstrated already that it can result
in very useful datadespite the lapse rate [3, 4], a conclusion that
was confirmed by our current report, and because it is the only
paradigmallowing the completion of hundredsof trials per day,
which is critical for the multivariate approach applied here.
We also used the human experiments to verify the validity
of our methods, which differed in several aspects from the
typical Bubbles experiments in previous primate studies
(e.g., we used a spatial two-alternative forced-choice proce-
dure and bubblemasks instead of bubble apertures), but these
aspects turned out not to have any influence on the outcome of
the human experiments (see Supplemental Experimental
Procedures).
Conclusions
In summary, we have demonstrated how the visual abilities of
rats can be linked to behavioral templates that underlie perfor-
mance in visual discrimination tasks. The Bubbles paradigm
can be adapted for studies in rodents, facilitating interspecies
comparisons. This is an important direction of research given
the importance and flexibility of rodents as a general animal
model [4, 5]. In our experiments, we challenged the rats by
including a need for discounting the effects of partial masking
of the stimuli (resulting in conditional templates) and a need for
position tolerance. As argued before [3], we can only expect
Figure 4. Behavioral Templates in Humans
Average of behavioral templates obtained for three human subjects in the same two phases tested in rats (see Figure S4 for individual templates). The left
column shows the raw Z score templates, whereas the middle column contains the thresholded templates (tC = 2.7). The right column shows the ideal
observer template derived for each phase. In the background, we added a faded version of the stimuli with outlines for reference.
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a situation in which they have to resort to complex strategies;
otherwise, they will take the easy route and use a simple
strategy. Here, the behavioral templates of the rats were
shown to be context dependent and position tolerant, in total
demonstrating a flexible strategy that was adapted to the task
and challenges at hand.
Note that this strategy was very different for rats compared
to humans: (1) rats used less of the informative regions, (2) rat
performance was less robust to the masking with bubbles
(worse performance with fewer bubbles), and (3) rats needed
explicit training in position invariance. Interestingly, a compar-
ison with previous studies in monkeys, the main animal model
for high-level vision and undoubtedly much more proficient in
object recognition than rats, reveals that monkeys show a
mixed profile on these three points. First, monkeys also use
fewer stimulus regions during discrimination than humans do
[8]. Second, monkeys, in contrast to rats, are capable of per-
forming the task with the same amount of the full stimulus
exposed as for humans [8]. Third, although monkeys would
probably do very well on position variance as tested here,
they also need training to obtain invariance for more complex
image transformations, such as rotation, that humans solve
without training [7]. Thus, despite the qualitatively higher level
at which both monkeys and humans can recognize and cate-
gorize visual objects, the previously reported differences in
strategies between humans and monkeys prelude the differ-
ences in strategies that we report here between humans and
rats. Finally, it remains to be seen how the three species
compare in terms of flexibility as measured through the pres-
ence of conditional templates, because such templates have
not been determined in previous monkey studies.
Note that we do not suggest that rats have the capacity
to use high-level, abstract shape features referring toproperties such as ‘‘four versus three corners,’’ as humans
do [25–27], to solve a square versus triangle discrimination.
Instead, based on our current findings of context dependence
and position invariance, we propose the hypothesis that rats
are capable of using flexible ‘‘mid-level’’ strategies that include
the use of local contrast cues with varying degrees of invari-
ance and context dependence. This mid-level hypothesis is a
candidate for possible synergies between rodent and primate





All animals tested were FBNF1 rats (F1-Hybrids, first generation offspring
of crossing the Fisher and Brown-Norway strains), obtained from Harlan
animal research laboratories (Hsd, Indianapolis, IN) and aged at least
3 months at the start of the experiments. Rats from this strain have been
reported to obtain a visual acuity of 1.5 cycles per degree [23]. Animals
were water deprived. All procedures for animal housing and testing were
approved by the KU Leuven Ethical Committee for animal experiments.
Humans
Three subjects participated in the behavioral study, both authors (B.V. and
H.P.O.d.B.) and one naive subject (F. Gerich). Subjects were male, right-
handed, and between 28 and 38 years old at the time of testing. All subjects
had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. All procedures were approved by
the ethical committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational
Sciences (KU Leuven).
Setups
Rats were tested in a diamond-shaped box fitted with three metal drinking
tubes. Two 24’’ LCD screens were placed next to the box (see Figure S1A
for further details). One stimulus was presented on each of the screens.
A top-mounted camera was used to detect responses. If the animal
approached the tube closest to the screen showing the rewarded stimulus,
a drop of water was delivered via this tube.
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We used a square (100% size: 40 3 40 degrees) and a triangle (100% size:
60 3 52 degrees; same area as the square), taken from an earlier study by
Minini and Jeffery [2]. The white shapes (maximum luminance: 60 cd/m2)
were presented on a black background (95.63 57.4 degrees). After discrim-
ination performance for this pair of stimuli reached criterion at the initial
contrast aswell as at 80%of the initial contrast level, we introduced the local-
izedbubbles.Ourmethodsareavariationon the techniquefirst introducedby
Schyns [6], adapted to be used in rat research. A number of Gaussian blobs
(36 3 36 degrees, sigma = 20 degrees (10 cm, 240 px) were used to mask
the image (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for more details).
Humans
Given the high visual acuity of human subjects, wemade a couple of adjust-
ments to the protocol to match the visual input available to both species in
terms of visual resolution. In short (see Supplemental Experimental Proce-
dures for further details), we reduced the size of the stimuli and placed
them at about 12 degrees peripheral in the center of two regions measuring
350 3 350 pixels (13 3 13 degrees), and subjects fixated in between these
two regions. The stimuli at size 100% subtended 5 visual degrees. Stimuli
were shown for two frames (about 26 ms) and were followed by a 15 frame
dynamic 1/f noise mask lasting 250 ms. The number of bubbles was varied
using a staircase procedure to keep performance at 75%correct responses.
Protocols
Rats
A shaping procedure was followed to teach the animals that a certain image
on one of the screens predicted the availability of water in the tube closest
to that screen. Initially, we used a white and a black full-screen stimulus, the
former predicting reward. In case of an incorrect response, a high-pitched
auditory stimulus was presented and the normal 3 s intertrial interval was
extended to 8 s. After shaping, we trained the animals in the actual
shape-discrimination task. The stimuli were square and triangle shapes,
the former being the rewarded stimulus. We assessed the performance of
the animals by calculating d0 values; this value is less sensitive to response
bias compared to accuracy [28].
Once all animals reached at least the d0 level of 0.50 for stimuli at 80%
contrast, we advanced to the application of bubbles to the same pair of
stimuli (referred to as Phase 1). After this phase, we introduced a reduction
in stimulus size and a variation in stimulus position. We advanced each
animal to a next stage (e.g., smaller stimuli and larger variation) depending
on its own performance level; ideally, we tried to keep the average perfor-
mance (measured in d0 values) over the last four sessions between 0.5
and 1.5 by adjusting the number of bubbles. The next stages included
a progressively smaller version of the stimuli (75%, 62.5%, or 50%; bubbles
were decreased in size according to stimulus size) with position shifts that
were increasing according to stimulus size). The final version, 50% stimuli
with the maximal variation in stimulus position, is referred to as Phase 2.
Humans
Subjects immediately started with the shape discrimination trials, in
sessions of 600 trials spread over multiple days typically within 2–3 weeks.
During each trial, the stimuli (a shape coveredwith bubbles), appeared in the
two aforementioned regions of the screen. No feedback was given. After the
response and an ITI of 400 ms, the next presentation would start. Every
12 trials, performance was evaluated and the number of bubbles was
adjusted (increased or decreased) depending on whether performance
was above or below 75%, first in steps of 15 bubbles and after two drops
in performance, in steps of five. Initial levels were always placed well above
the expected threshold. In total, 12 sessions were collected from each
participant, six sessions per phase. In the first phase we presented the
100% static stimulus in all trials, and in the second phase we introduced
the 50% shifted stimuli in five out of six trials.
Data Analysis
Templates were computed by dividing the sum of all masks used in cor-
rect trials and the sum of all masks [6]. To determine which areas of the
templates were significant, we applied the analysis method proposed by
Chauvin and colleagues [11] with one important modification: we had to
find an alternative method for estimating the amount of variation naturally
present in our data. The original method relies upon an irrelevant screenlocation, but in Phase 2, stimuli could be at random locations in the display,
and as a consequence, no screen location was always irrelevant to the task.
In our approach, templates were converted into a Z-scored image (ZSCi)
based upon average mean and standard deviation of 100 random
templates. The latter were computed by shuffling the correct and incorrect
labels before template calculation. The ZSCi was then analyzed using the
Cluster test described in [11] using a threshold of 2.7 and sigma_b equal
to the standard deviation of the bubble.
We used the method described in [7] to calculate overlap between each
individual template and any other individual template or ideal observer
templates. To check whether overlap is significant, we compared with the
95th percentile of the overlap distribution between the same significant
regions at random positions [7]. Note that the resulting threshold values
are very different between data sets (e.g., much higher for humans than
for rats) because more overlap is expected when a larger part of the
templates is occupied with significant regions.
The derivation of ideal observer templates is explained in the Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures and Figures S1E and S1F.
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes four figures, one table, and Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online
at doi:10.1016/j.cub.2011.11.041.
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